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Welcome to your
Summer edition of
RIXO
Noticed, where we’ve
WIN
gone all things fashion.
We talk to Clare
ME+EM
Hornby (ME+EM), Heidi
Trinny Woodall
Gosman (Heidi Klein),
get make-up tips from Trinny Woodall,
Summer picks from RIXO, plus look at
how influencers have changed the way
we shop. Apologies in advance but be
prepared for the urge to hit up your
credit card!
School Notices is your trusted
network of schools, parents and
alumni in the independent school
community. Our online Noticeboard
is unparalleled with members posting
items from holiday homes to outgrown
violins. In addition to Noticed, we’re
delighted to share with you the Inside
Scoop, our brand new and original
take on school reviews,
written by parents for
parents and designed to
The
help you when choosing InsideScoop
coop
your child’s next school.
Enjoy!
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SHOPPING

Summer
STYLE

Bespoke Leather Key Tag £125
anyahindmarch.com

Shop ‘til you drop!

Delilah Retro Chair £94.99
my-furniture.com

Hello!
YELLOW

Dune Dwoodly Tote Bag £73
selfridges.com

Cale Dress £200
ba-sh.com

Stripe Straw Fedora Hat £22.50
uk.accessorize.com

Golden Goose Trainers £290
matchesfashion.com

Star
BUY

Mens Fan Palm
Swim Trunks £115
pinkhousemustique.com

Carrie Belt £50
jigsaw-online.com

Bowie Kimono
Dress £285
paloma-blue.com
Dip-Dye T-Shirt £20
boden.co.uk
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Refer KidZania to you
child’s school, they get

5 FREE
TICKETS
towards their next
school visit.
T&Cs apply*
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AN INDOOR CITY
RUN BY KIDS
KidZania London offers 4-14 year olds
exciting real-life activities focussed on
KS1, 2 and 3 for STEM, PSHE and English.
We believe in raising career aspirations
and developing future life skills.
• 4 hours in the city

• Safe and secure environment

• Learning resources and free teacher
places available

PARLIAMENT WEEK

5TH - 7TH NOVEMBER 2019

Calling all children to take part in real
life debating sessions and hands-on
learning of politics. They also have their
own say in our voting booth!

CAREERS FAIR

JANUARY & MARCH 2020
An opportunity to meet employers,
careers advice workshops and
experience workplace environments
through our activities.

15% DISCOUNT FOR FAMILIES
QUOTE "SCHOOLSNOTICES15" AT KIDZANIA.CO.UK
*Contact us at schools@kidzania.co.uk for more details

School Notices - Full Page Ad v2.indd 1

© 2019 KidZania, S.A. de C.V. All rights reserved.
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SHOPPING

Alanui Hawaii
Fringed Denim
Jacket £960
brownsfashion.com

Dakota Beaded
Fringe Necklace £680
matchesfashion.com

Fringe Tassel
Earrings £12
uk.accessorize.com

FRINGE
enefit
Sandals with Embroidered Straps £22.99
zara.com

Flora X Fauna Lampshade
lovefrankie.com

Hemant & Nandita
Anew Mini Dress £308
beachcafe.com

Star
BUY

Kiini Coco Crochet-Trimmed
Bikini £278
revolve.com

Fringe T-Shirt
Totem £725
loewe.com

Nahua Pink Summer Cuff £40
cleverlywrapped.com

Seagrass Woven Basket £47
amara.com
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SHOPPING

Bang & Olufsen
Beoplay A1 Portable
Bluetooth Speaker £189
johnlewis.com

Frescobol Carioca
Trancoso Wooden Beach
Bat And Ball Set £150
mrporter.com

Kids’ Wave-Print sweatshirt £55
jcrew.com
LARSON Shoe You Can Swim In £115
orlebarbrown.com

Seaweed Swim Shorts £85
bunkstrunks.com

SURpF! ’ S
u

Star
BUY

Straw Hat £5.99
www2.hm.com
Shibori Print Panel
Swim Short £42
sunuva.com

Surfs Up Sunglasses
£87.65 zazzle.co.uk
Beginners
Softboard £165
hotsurf69.co.uk

Base Tide Pro Watch
£87.65 nixon.com
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Offer expires 31.08.19. Code cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.

COMPETITION

WIN! a £1,000 luxury
shopping experience at
Bicester Village

Enjoy the perfect day out for you and a friend in the
heart of Oxfordshire - it’s a shopper’s paradise!
The Prize:
★ 2 x £500 Bicester Village Gift Cards
★ VIP Card - offering a further 10% off the
Village price*
★ Complimentary Hands-free Shopping service**
★ Complimentary Valet parking**
Bicester Village is home to over 160 boutiques
offering savings of up to 60% off recommended
retail prices, all year round. Shop in style, with
leading British and international fashion brands
including dunhill, Marni and Mulberry, and
beautiful lifestyle brands including The White
Company, Cath Kidston and Emma Bridgewater.

HOW TO ENTER

To enter this incredible competition, you must
be a registered member on School Notices.
Join us and then email:

competition@schoolnotices.co.uk
Please include your name, affiliated school
and put “Bicester Village” in the subject line.
Good luck!

@bicestervillage
Discover more at BicesterVillage.com
TERMS AND CONDITIONS Competition closes 19.07.2019. One entry per household. Entrants need to 18+. *Please see the VIP Card for participating brands
and terms and conditions, or www.BicesterVillage.com/vip. **Valet Parking and Hands-free Shopping are subject to availability and must be booked at
least 72 hours in advance. Prize must be redeemed on or before 31 December 2019. © Bicester Village 2019 04/19. No cash alternative. Travel not included.
For full Terms and Conditions visit https://blog.schoolnotices.co.uk/category/competitions/

PROMOTION

Now we’re cooking!
Put Leiths Academy on the menu at your school

Queenswood School

Leiths School of Food and Wine,
based in West London, has been
training the movers and shakers
of the food world for decades.
Set up by Prue Leith CBE and
Caroline Waldegrave OBE in
1975, the famous culinary school
has trained many a famous chef,
from Lorraine Pascale to BBC
Saturday Kitchen’s Matt Tebbutt.
Excitingly, Leiths also provides
cookery courses for schools,
teaching young people to cook
fresh, delicious recipes like
Moroccan lamb tagine with
herby couscous, Duck with ginger,
chilli and lime, or home-made
Tortelloni of ricotta and lemon
with sage butter.
The Leiths Academy offers
three levels of cookery course,
all taught by your own teachers
in your school. From a five-term
course for sixth formers that

Laksa

provides valuable UCAS points
(36 for a distinction), to a twelvepart course that contributes to
the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh’s
award, to tailor-made short
courses for years 5-13, Leiths
courses are designed to fit
around your timetable.
The five-term Introductory
Certificate opens the door to
the dynamic UK food industry,
with many Academy pupils
going on to train at Leiths in
London before working in food
marketing, commercial recipe
development or as food writers
and restaurant chefs. Others use
their cookery skills to fund their
GAP year or university degree.
Since the Academy was
launched in 1996, Leiths
have established successful
partnerships with more than 50
schools across the UK.

Dean Close canapé party

Stuck for fun
holiday ideas?
Leiths runs a range of rewarding
classes for young people at their
West London cookery school
over the school holidays. Try the
week-long Kitchen Survival Kit,
designed for youngsters leaving
home and heading off into the
world, or choose from one-day
classes in curries, Mexican, sushi,
tapas and Italian, all suitable for
12-17 year olds.
Visit Leiths.com to discover more.

If you are a parent or teacher and want to offer the next generation a life changing experience
get in touch. Principal Alison Cavaliero is available for an informal chat on 01225 722983,
or you can email info@leithsacademy.com to request a prospectus or school visit.
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A SHINING
example
Jewellery designer Monica Vinader believes
diamonds (and green onyx, rose quartz and
grey agate…) are forever. She creates pieces
to be worn every day and for a lifetime

PROFILE

You recently celebrated the
brand’s 10th anniversary. Are
you amazed by its success?
You can never imagine how well
a business will do, but we have
worked hard to build something
that filled a gap. We are
extremely proud to have reached
the 10 year milestone.
What’s changed since 2008?
Back then I was creating
bespoke pieces for myself and
friends. Now we are global
with stores in the UK, US,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Middle
East and South Korea as well
as expanding online. Once I
realised there was an appetite for
my designs, my sister Gaby and I
mapped out a business plan that
set out to fill the gap between
fine and fashion jewellery. Soon
after starting, we launched our
Fiji bracelets which were an
instant sell-out (and still are!).
Your toughest moment?
Launching against a backdrop of
global recession. We kept trying
to get funding, but meetings
with investors just came to an
end and we had to take a loan
against my family house. In a
way it was great as it motivated
us. And conversely, because the
markets had crashed there was
a real appetite for beautiful but
affordable jewellery.
Everyone from the Duchess of
Cambridge to Gareth Southgate
wears your designs. How
valuable is a celebrity following?
It’s always an honour to see
SUMMER 19 ★ schoolnotices.co.uk 15

someone high profile wearing
us. I never design with a specific
person in mind, I just create
jewellery that I would want to
wear myself. It’s amazing how
different people style it in their
own way.
Any launches this year?
Excitingly we are launching a
second store in New York, as well
as a new store in London at St
Paul’s One New Change. We’re
also relaunching candles, with
much more to come.
You’re good at defining and
setting trends: stackable rings,
personalised engraving, selfgifting. What should we look
out for next?
Bold, gold jewellery is having
a moment. Our updated Nura
collection celebrates this, with
some beautiful statement gold
pieces. The mixed metal trend
is becoming more popular too,
offering a fantastic way to create
a beautifully unique look.
Which fashion designers do you
most often wear?
Toteme, Celine, Zara and Chloe.
Did you ever consider a career
that didn’t involve jewellery?

From left: Riva Diamond Hoop Ring,
Monica outside in Norfolk, Covent
Garden store, Alta Capture Charm
Bracelet, Monica relaxes in her studio,
Fiji Friendship Bracelet, Siren Mini
Nugget Hoop Earings

Absolutely. It’s more the design
process that really interests me.
I’ve always felt that I’m meant
to create, and I would happily
design a chair or table. I’m
fussy and quite opinionated
about things that are threedimensional!
How do you find time to spend
with family and friends?
I’m pragmatic about what I can
and cannot do, and keep working
from home to a minimum. This
ensures I disconnect during
evenings and weekends.
Why did you choose to partner
with the Women for Women
International UK charity?
This charity is very close to my
heart, and I am now a proud
ambassador for it. It raises
funds to help women survivors
of war rebuild their lives. Their
program equips women with
an understanding of their
value in family and community
life; awareness of their rights;
information about nutrition,
reproductive health, hygiene and

“Mixing metals is
a fantastic way to
create a look that’s
beautifully unique.”

other basic health care. Women
also learn vital skills to help
them earn an income and receive
a monthly stipend to cover their
basic needs and allow them the
opportunity to save money for
the future.
Tell us a little about Norfolk.
Why did you decide to settle
here, and what are your favourite
parts of the county?
Norfolk is fairly remote, is a
good three-hour drive from
London, and is not on the way
to anywhere, so feels secluded.
We had been coming to my
mother’s Norfolk summer house
for years. We’d escape London
every weekend we could, until
we decided we wanted to live
up here full time 17 years ago.

PROFILE

After about a year of searching
my husband found the house
and knew it was perfect - I was
not so sure! The location is ideal,
and we fell in love with its pond
which is now full of trout. I love
the salt marshes and the sea,
with their changing colours over
the seasons.
What fun have you planned for
the next time you’re in London?
To visit my favourite museums,
which is always something I
carve out time to do.
Do you have a favourite holiday
destination?
I’m completely in love with
Mexico. It’s always been a place
of inspiration and holds so

many memories because I lived
there with my husband years
ago. The buildings, colours, and
landscapes – there’s no place
quite like it. Mexico’s Yucatan
peninsula is one of my favourite
spots. From the Mayan ruins
and jungle treks, to sightseeing
around Merida city, there’s so
much to explore.
‘Accessible luxury’, and ‘selfgifting’ - will we continue to buy
jewellery in the same way we
indulge in handbags and shoes?
Absolutely. Our customers
are empowered to self-gift,
and treat themselves and
friends. Customers are seeking
unique, personal gifts so our

complimentary engraving service
is perfect for this.
What’s your advice for young
aspiring jewellery designers?
Always keep in mind the
integrity of what you do. For
me, that means keeping true to
the original creative process and
using the best materials. Big
jewellery companies can design
by numbers and I never wanted
to do that – through the process
of making a piece, my team
always make sure to refer back
to the original designs in my
sketchbooks.
Do you have a favourite design?
And what’s your top on-trend
piece for the summer months?
The Alta Capture Charm
bracelet is one of my favourite
pieces from recent collections. It
is our first customisable charm
bracelet and looks beautiful on
its own or adorned with a playful
mix of pendant charms. A
design that sums up the Monica
Vinader ethos is our Riva
collection. The silhouettes take
inspirations from the water and
flow beautifully. We believe that
diamonds aren’t just for special
occasions; they are for every day
and our Riva collections are the
best representation of this.
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Each
Other
Discover

The ultimate
crowd-pleaser

A charming village resort set beside
a stretch of golden sand beach,
Bahia del Duque in Tenerife is
complemented by an incomparable
year-round climate. There’s so much
to do together: explore the night
sky at the astronomical observatory
or head out on the resorts’ luxury
yacht Pámpano.

Carrier look beyond the ordinary,
creating bespoke experiences that ignite
the senses and materialise even the
wildest dreams to make every possibility
a reality. We’re well versed in creating the
right balance of relaxation, adventure and
play time so that you can focus on simply
reconnecting as a family.

Children enjoying spa bath – Bahia del Duque

Delve into archaeological treasures

Every detail of the brand new Parklane, a Luxury Collection
Resort & Spa in Cyprus, has been carefully designed with
families in mind. From beautiful beaches, to Jeep safaris in
the Troodos Mountains, uncovering glistening waterfalls,
authentic villages and forest nature trails.

Grand Velas Riviera Zen Swimming pool

Play in paradise

Ancient Mayan jungle and miles of soft
white sand at the Grand Velas Riviera
Maya, Mexico. Snorkel in the Caribbean
sea, try your hand at kitesurfing or
participate in a cooking class. Your family’s
adventure is sure to be found
at this all-encompassing resort.

Park Kids at Parklane

PROMOTION

Wharekauhau View

Journey through
New Zealand
The Mansion
at Daios Cove

Cosseted and carefree

Villa living ensures family freedom, where privacy
is paramount and service discreet. Step into the
supreme three-bedroom hideaway retreat of The
Mansion at Daios Cove Luxury Resort & Villas on
the culturally rich island of Crete.

12 nights from £48,880 per family
Explore the vast and varied landscapes of New Zealand,
from the subtropical Bay of Islands to the breathtaking
town of Rotorua. This action packed adventure includes
whale watching in Kaikoura, helicopter tour over the
Alps and a jet boat excursion atop Lake Wakatipu, it’s
perfect for all the family.
Itinerary Includes:
★ 3 nights at The Lodge at Kauri Cliffs, half board
★ 2 nights at Solitaire Lodge, full board
★ 2 nights at Wharekauhau, half board
★ 2 nights at Hapuku Lodge, half board
★ 3 nights at Blanket Bay, half board
Return flights, internal flights throughout and private
transfers. Price based on departure 21st December 2019.

Hapuku Lodge

Rosewood Phuket Pool

Exploration and education

The Emerald Bay hideaway of Rosewood Phuket
offers quintessential beach lifestyle with a focus on
cultural awareness. Explore the intricate shrines of
Phuket’s Old Town or climb a majestic mountaintop
to view the graceful seated Big Buddha.

Solitaire Lodge in Rotorua

Believe in the power of a
holiday to make a family
Call: 0161 820 4889
Explore: carrier.co.uk/family

ABTA No.V0391
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ME+EM: a timeless
fashion formula

We speak to Clare Hornby, founder of ME+EM on the inspirations
behind the brand and why it continues to go from strength to strength

F

rustrated by how hard it was
to find well-made, on-trend
clothes that didn’t cost the
earth, Clare Hornby founded
ME+EM in 2009. Ten years on and
the company has become a household name with
its staple transformer trouser taking you effortlessly
from the office to dinner. Smart shoppers are
queuing at the doors (now five of them) for a taste
of the ME+EM magic formula.
From an early age, Clare was drawn to fashion
and together with her mother made most of her
own clothes. After working within advertising and
as a graduate at Harrods, she fused all
her experiences together to create the
ME+EM label that we know and love
today. Realising there was a gap in the
market for high quality clothes without
a ridiculously high price tag
combined with the desire for
on-trend clothes that would
last the test of time was the
starting point for ME+EM.
“I was always around busy
multitasking women whether
they were working or not and
creating contemporary fashion
solutions was my ambition.”
Behind Clare’s key design
principles is the knowledge of
exactly who her customer is and
what she wants. “The mission
statement is intelligent style

now and forever and it’s all about making
sure that everything works really hard in
your wardrobe. As a result, there are at least
three different ways to wear most pieces, you
can dress them up or down and many are reversible
or in the case of our jumpers have detachable collars.
We have also just launched the Transformer
Trouser, which you can wear full length or cropped.
Ultimately, it’s all about getting more out of your
product than you would anywhere else. We make
sure that fabrics are practical but beautiful, that
they don’t crease and can easily be washed. Fit is
incredibly important to the brand and we use three
different body shapes to make
sure every piece of clothing is as
flattering as it can possibly be. We
then forensically edit the trends so
that everything is contemporary
yet has longevity. It needs to
be a trend that’s going to be as
‘now’ as it will be in three years’
time. It’s almost like a revolt
against the high street where
fashion is always moving and
then chucked away. It’s not fast
fashion but slow fashion.” This
intelligent style is propped up by
the brands three ‘F’s: Everything

The newly launched
Transformer Trouser

“Everything is
contemporary yet
has longevity”

INTERVIEW

ME+EM’s key principles:

1

FLATTERING
We spend approximately 15x
longer than the high street
developing our shapes, fitting
each piece on three models of
different body types to achieve
the most flattering fit.

FUNCTIONAL

2

To create pieces with purpose
we’re dedicated to versatility
and the highest-quality fabrics:
crease-free, non-stretch,
comfortable and durable.

must be Flattering, Functional and Fashionable.
As well as her mother, inspiration came from
Net-a-Porter’s Natalie Massenet. “She saw a gap
and went for it and was single minded in how she
changed people’s shopping habits from offline to
online. She really created that whole category and is
the queen of digital success.”
Looking ahead to the summer months, Clare is
very excited by her new dress collection and travel
pieces. Her top picks include the Fit + Flare Shirt
Dress, Removeable Belt Maxi Dress, Linen Halter
Neck Jumpsuit and Cropped Trouser. If she was to
take away an item of clothing what would that travel
essential be? “It would probably be one of my most
long standing products, the Palazzo trousers and
cashmere hoodie - they are my travel friends!”

3

FASHIONABLE
We edit the trends down to the
ones that are the most flattering
and have longevity, then we make
them wearable for your everyday.
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“Don’t assume you can’t do
something, assume you can and
then find a ay o do n t.
Clare has two teenage daughters at Marlborough
College both of whom love working for the business
when time allows. Finding a work/life balance can
be hard but Clare will always find three hours a day
even on holiday to focus on work. The family love
to ski and for Clare, Pilates, yoga, tennis, riding and
walking help to counter balance the hectic demands
of running a business. “Evenings with girlfriends are
also a great antidote to stress!”
When asking what advice she has for the next
generation wanting a career in fashion, Clare believes
it is all about experience and enthusiasm. “Get as
many internships as you possibly can working for
magazines or in shops, or offices even if you are not
paid for it. Some small innovative businesses don’t
have the resource for graduate training schemes but
can be a great place to learn about the entrepreneurial
skills needed to start a business. Bigger organisations
can offer experience in specific areas – my advice is
get as much experience under your belt as you can –
it shows determination
and an aptitude for
hard work.”
Do you need to study
a specific subject at
school to help progress
your career in fashion?
“Education should be
as broad as you can
make it for as long
as you can make it.
Obviously if you want
to go into medicine you
have to narrow it down
but I would say keep it
broad for as long as you
can. If you really want
to go into fashion prove
that you love it more Travel friends: Palazzo Trouser
and Cashmere hoodie
than anything else.”

The brand’s new dress
collection is in big demand

Looking to the future, we ask Clare how she
sees the ME+EM brand developing. “We are
best known for our trousers but our dresses are a
rapidly growing category for us and there is a big
demand for them now as well as for a shoe and a
handbag collection. We have plans for the overseas
market and are currently looking at America and
Germany with digital catalogue acquisitions.”
With a flourishing business and family life, we
want to know what Clare’s motto for success is
and what advice she can give. “I say to
my daughters, visualise where you
want to go, visualise the end game
and just be tenacious about getting
there and you can pretty much do
what you want! Don’t assume you
can’t do something, assume you
can and then find a way of doing
it.” The sky’s the limit…
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Shimmer and

SHINE

Beauty-land this summer is a place of contrasts.
For every glitter-coated, extra short fringe, there’s
a look that’s gorgeously natural and glowingly
sun-kissed. Sarah Barclay delivers the goods

4

Get the glow –
without putting in
the sweat – with
dreamily creamy Chanel
Baume Essential, £33.
Available in Transparent
(for radiance) or
Sculpting (for
pearlised highlights).
chanel.com

1

The Rodial I Woke Up Like This Palette is a
stroke of genius. Perfect for getting that
polished but effortless healthy luminous
glow. £45. spacenk.com

2

The tropical
aroma
of Dior’s
Bronze Beautifying
Protective Cream
is the scent of
expensive holidays.
With superior
textures and
performance, new
this year are two
higher factors in
SPF30 and SPF50.
£27.50.
dior.com

3

I have tried a few
of these in my time
but the best allrounder in terms of
performance, price and aroma
remains Clarins Self Tanning
Milky-Lotion, £21. clarins.com

BEAUTY

5

Margaret Dabbs Foot Hygiene Cream
is a magical balm that smells divine.
It transforms less than pretty hooves
into something smoother, softer and more
fragrant using emu oil and anti-bacterial tea
tree extract. £20. margaretdabbs.co.uk

6

PHOTOGRAPHY: © SHUTTERSTOCK

Sisley’s
Sunleya
collection
is the
Rolls Royce of sun
protection. New this
year is a brilliant
tinted Super Stick
Solaire SPF50+
Teinte which gives
flattering cover. £76.
sisley-paris.com

7

No excuses - get into
the glittery vibe with
Chantecaille’s Celestial Nail Sheer top
coat. It’s vegan, and free from nasties.
Worn alone it gives a water-inspired
effect, and transforms opaques into
astral hues. £24. spacenk.com

8

Fabulous Acqua di
Parma has launched Blu
Mediterraneo Cipresso di Toscana.
Holiday-fresh, it blends green
cypress, orange, sage and pine
and is deliciously unisex. From
£72 at acquadiparma.com

9

Perfect for freshening up a
fragrance repertoire, Jo Malone
London’s new Blossoms collection is
bright and upbeat. Top picks include
Orange Blossom Hair Mist, £44, and
exotic Frangipani Flower Cologne.
From £49. jomalone.co.uk
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Thorngrove Junior Champions with Nicolas Ollivier
from H&H and Gordon Dawson from School Notices

YOUNG Guns!

The Holland & Holland School Notices Independent School
Clay Pigeon Championships held on 21st March 2019.

The Pilgrims
School

Harrow School

Charterhouse Parent Team

Strathallen School Senior Champions

SCHOOLS

Cottesmore
Alumni/Parent
Champions

Brambletye School

Notting Hill Prep

Marlborough College Parent Team

Winchester College

Shiplake College

Ludgrove School

Bookings are now being taken
for next year’s event on
19th March 2020.
Please contact
schools@schoolnotices.co.uk
to reserve your place.

Twyford School
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INDEPENDENT
The Noticed team’s guide to
their favourite independent
fashion boutiques
SHOP AT ANNA

dressing

Burnham Market,
Norfolk
A subtle Southern
California beach vibe
and a full range of
statement T-shirts,
Anna is the luxe way to keep on trend.
There are two Norfolk, two Suffolk and
one Essex outpost of the popular Primrose
Hill boutique. Stylishly breaking the rules
– forget about not wearing navy and black
together, or clashing prints and metals.
Anna loves RIXO, Temperley, and back-tothe Sixties florals by Essential Antwerp.
shopatanna.co.uk
TOP
PICK

Essential Antwerp Slara Wide Leg Pants

SASS & EDGE

Winchester, Hampshire
Every inch of this small but organised
space is given to real gems: comfortable but
luxe looks, plenty for the wedding and summer
season, eye-catching jewellery. Designers-tolove include Forget Me Not for floaty dresses
and skirts, wear-forever MDK leather jackets
and Pom Long coats and blazers. Founders
Sally Gott and Rachel Hunt, and their
talented team, are always on hand to put
outfits together and offer advice.
sassandedge.com
TOP
PICK

Lily and Lionel Safari Leopard Trixi Dress
paired with Air & Grace Trainers.

MOJO & MCCOY

Hungerford, Berkshire
Mojo and McCoy was
born from a group of
Wiltshire business
women with a
passion for
great denim, unique labels, customer
service and ageless design trends.
Motivated by finding unique labels,
beautifully made clothes and
making clients look and feel great.
The personal service is exemplary.
The boutique is run by co-owners
Mima Lopes and Emma Harding.
mojoandmccoy.com
TOP
PICK

Temperley Jumpsuit in Absinthe

BOUTIQUES
BLACK WHITE DENIM

Wilmslow, Cheshire
Fashion forward buys with a tightly curated mix of
staple pieces, including an own-brand capsule
collection of luxe basics. There’s a buy now,
keep forever ethos with fabulous customer
service and even a menswear department,
affectionately known as Bloke White
Denim. A Mini Countryman in liveried
black and white, speeds essentials to grateful
customers. Labels include Bella Freud,
Golden Goose and Tallulah & Hope.
blackwhitedenim.com
TOP
Agi Dress from Baum und Pfergerten

PICK

BOD & TED

Tunbridge Wells,
Kent
Sassy, affordable
(but absolutely not
cheap) and a mix
of Scandi, French
and British designers that are hard to find
elsewhere. On-trend and so-summer are the
Fabienne Chapot flats in pink
with palm detail, Hayley Menzies
maxi dresses in glorious prints,
and cool Swedish sunglasses
brand CHPO. Founded in
2008 by mother and daughter
team Yvonne and Sophie Brown.
(The latter is into sky-high heels,
including Valentino Rockstuds).
bodandted.co.uk
TOP
PICK

Nomad Beach Dress by Pink City prints

BERNARD
BOUTIQUE

MODA ROSA

Alresford, Hampshire
Attracting the country
smart set who drive
from miles around
to invest in Philip
Treacy millinery,
Amanda Wakeley
showstoppers, Temperley wedding kit and
colourful Libelula. There are wardrobe-gap
fillers from Joseph, Wolford, Goat and Cocoa
Cashmere. It’s pretty flawless, and founder
Rosie Wild is famously discreet and helpful.
modarosa.co.uk
TOP
PICK

Freya Midi Dress by Cefinn

Esher, Surrey
Devoted customers
love the way this
boutique helps
them find new
designers (this year Innika Choo for boho
luxe linens and Dodo Bar Or for spectacular
embroidery) and edited
collections of established
names. Founded in 1969
it’s known for exceptional
personal service and
customers are surprised by
how many brands are in stock
that you’d usually only find
in bigger department stores.
bernardboutique.com
TOP
PICK

The Ganni Leopard Print Wrap Dress
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World-wide WEBB
Designer, Hello! columnist, podcaster and novelist Tabitha Webb
describes herself as a serial entrepreneur. Her eponymous luxury label
is known for a playful use of colour and a celebrity following. Amanda
Morison takes a walk on the bright side

A

certain California
b o h o - s t y l e
influences Tabitha
Webb’s
colourful
prints. The designer
lived in the US until she was 10 and
during school holidays from boarding
school. She has a beach-blonde look
and loves the tie-dye and silks vibe from the Sixties,
which marries so well with eclectic British style: “I
love that Brits take risks and are trend setters. I just
wish we dressed up a little more – we all wear jeans
far too much. I’m the most excited person ever about
Black and White Tie, but my own signature look is
jeans with a silk shirt and trainers”. Saying that,
there are few places a smart blouse and jeans
won’t take you today, especially if you follow
Webb’s maxim to go everywhere with a pair
of heels not to mention her advice to be less
minimalist when it comes to a holiday
wardrobe. “I’m a very ‘what if ?’ packer
and it would be very rare for a surprise
holiday outing that I couldn’t equip
myself for”.
The Telegraph calls Tabitha Webb
a superglue brand
that fixes ‘broken
outfits’. Her legion of
celebrity followers –
think Fearne Cotton,
Holly
Willoughby
and the Duchess
of Cambridge –

has been an important part of the
brand’s growth. Webb admits a
celebrity network helps to drive
traffic, awareness and sales: “In
such a saturated market this is
so important.” You can wear a
beautifully cut, vibrant Tabitha
Webb blouse or impact-making
supersoft cashmere sweater and immediately get
noticed, whether you’re on the school run, at work,
or at a party. Webb is particularly proud of having
put the pussybow firmly into contemporary fashion.
“It is our signature shape and I hope is seen as
synonymous with the brand”.
Along the way Webb has made
endless friendships. Personalitywise she’s effervescent and the
opposite of a fashionista with
a frown. Collaborations often
form from these friendships;
for example she’s created a
limited edition collection
out this summer
with wallpaper and
fabric design house
Barneby Gates (cofounder
Vanessa
Barneby also features
in this issue of
Noticed). Webb is
Wallpaper collaboration quite happy to get by
with Barneby Gates,
with a little help from
Celebrity fan Holly
Willoughby her friends: “What

PROFILE

Best friend Jenny Falconer and Fran Bacon

incredible peacock green and purple’. But even
Saunders’ talent couldn’t keep his label going.
“Fashion is a really tough business in today’s
changing times – look at Saunders and at
recent casualty L.K.Bennett.” Webb employs a
different business model to keep overheads low
and is working with various collaborators from
Uniqlo, Avon and QVC. “It’s survival. Everything
has a shelf life and you’ve got to keep moving”.
I ask Webb about the
future and get an excited
“Oooh!” in return. Her
novel No Regrets will be
published by Harper Collins
in 2020, and she’s behind a
podcast called Tabitha Talks
during which she speaks to
influencers. She’s also doing
a series of special Podcasts just
for designer outlet Bicester
Village. A homewares range
launches with QVC in the
UK and the States, with a
table top line in the Far East.
At the same time as going
global, Webb has a personal mission to bring a little
colour to life closer to home. “I will always work in
print and colour and try and get everyone out of
khaki and navy – we all end up looking so uniform
in our parkas. Colour lifts your mood. It’s so British
to be in dark colours as we wander through the
miserable weather. I say we should sprinkle some
colour and sparkle among the misery!”.

“I will always
work in print
and colour
and try and
get everyone
out of khaki
and navy”

we do is really tough. It’s
unlucrative and unrewarding
in so many ways, but the fun
is having a creative vision and
seeing it come to life”.
There was no eureka moment
that saw Webb launch her
business. She describes herself as a serial entrepreneur
with a million ideas a day. “I started in advertising and
couldn’t find the big slouchy handbag of my dreams.
I designed one in a striking metallic and it went very
big very quickly, with stylists and celebrities. My
career has rocketed from place to place ever since.”
Design-wise, Webb loved Jonathan Saunders
and treasures a ‘really beautiful woven dress done in
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E X PA N D I N G YO U N G
MINDS SINCE 1999

www.aardvarksafaris.com | 01980 849160

INTERVIEW

The fir t
resort

Nobody does a sunny stay more
stylishly than Heidi Klein. Noticed
talks to co-founder Heidi Gosman
about the hard work that goes into
creating perfect relaxation
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BB Wide Bandeau
Bikini £130

How did it all start?
With a perfect team! My
business partner Penny Klein
and I noticed a gap in the market
when we struggled to buy luxury
swimwear outside the summer months. From
this realisation Heidi Klein was born. I handle
all the creative aspects while Penny oversees the
commercial side of things.
Were you interested in fashion as a child?
My interest in fashion came from my
mother being an interior designer – she definitely
had an influence on my interests growing up. One
of my favourite memories is helping her select
fabrics and prints.
What advice do you have for the next generation
of aspiring designers?
Research, research, and then research some more.
This is the only way you will be able to understand
what your market and customers really want. It’s
crucial to learn about the business side of things so
that you can understand how your designs will be
brought to life and into stores.
What are your key design principles?
I design what I love. I always think of things that
I would like to wear on holiday and this filters
through into a lot of the collections.
Must-have pieces for summer?
Our latest collection has some stunning silk readyto-wear pieces. The Quincy Bay and Salina frill
midi dresses are elegant enough for night
time soirees but also look great during the day.
How do you ensure things look good, whatever
your shape?
It’s all about the fit. We spend a lot of time
making sure our swimwear is stylish and
comfortable. Hidden support in a lot of our pieces,
and our 7-stage fit cycle, is key.
Tell us about your new bb capsule collection.
The bb is our most minimalistic range in
terms of support such as underwiring and
padding. The material we use for these pieces
creates strong silhouettes which sit in all the right

Salina and Quincy
Bay Frill Midi
Dresses both £340

Amoudi Bay
Smock Waist
Maxi Dress
£275

ES
SUMMER MUST-H AV

INTERVIEW

BE ACH CHIC
Cape Elizabeth
Raffia Wide Brim
Frayed Hat £165

Mombasa
Relaxed Shirt
Dress £240

Ubud V Bar
One Piece
£220

Montego Bay Peep Toe Shoe £130
Half Moon Montego Bay
Smocked Tunic £220

Anguilla Square Halter
Padded Bikini £205

places on the body. What I love is that every
piece is reversible creating lots of fun colours and
patterns to mix and match.
Your top tips for looking chic on the beach?
Go for versatile pieces which can be worn over
swimwear. Our classic oversized shirts and maxi
dresses are perfect for this. I always pack these
when I’m heading on a beach holiday. Add a wide
brim hat and big sunglasses and you’re good to go
from day to night.
How do you manage your life/work balance?
Balancing my home and work life can be difficult,
even if we are lucky enough to shoot swimwear
collections in places like Malaysia! When I need a
moment to myself, I’ll walk with my dog.

“I always think of things that
I would like to wear on holiday
and th fi ter throu h nto a
lot of the collections.”
First beach memory?
The first time I remember being on a beach was in
Sydney as a child with my family.
Favourite beach holiday?
It was to Little Dix Bay in the British Virgin
Islands. Half a mile of golden sands next to the
clearest waters - it was unforgettable.
Your beach bag must haves?
A good book, big sunglasses and Factor 50.
What’s the future for Heidi Klein?
Where do I start? While we are going
to continue to make beautiful swimwear there
will be a much stronger focus on resortwear. There
are lots of prints and silhouettes in the upcoming
collections which we are super excited about.
Heidi Klein (heidiklein.com) offers up to an hour of
one-to-one Personal Swimwear Fit Service at its two
London boutiques in Chelsea and Westbourne Grove.
If you can’t make it to London call 020 3904 8740.
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From Arts to Architecture, Culture to Computing and
Science to Sport, Summer School offers lifelong learning
opportunities and entertainment for all ages.
Request a brochure today and discover over
500 courses waiting for you.

01672 892388 | summerschool.co.uk
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VINTAGE CHIC

for the contemporary woman
RIXO is on the lips of every fashionista! Born from a passion for
vintage, this blossoming label has a cult following based on its easy
to wear feminine shapes and high quality fabrics. Designed to flatter
every woman irrespective of age, season, size, nationality or time of
day. We speak to founders, Henrietta and Orlagh to find out more
SUMMER 19 ★ schoolnotices.co.uk 37

Our pieces feature completely original
prints that are hand-painted by me and
are made from the most high quality
materials, such as 100% silk, that will stand
the test of time.
Henrietta: Whatever you buy should fit seamlessly
into your lifestyle, rather than something you wear
once and never put on again. When we design our
pieces, we make sure that they are flattering no
matter your size or body shape. We want women
to really fall in love when they buy their RIXO
piece, so that they feel their best when they’re
wearing it and know that they can count on it time
and time again!
Who is your target customer(s)?
Henrietta: We feel passionately that RIXO is made
for all women regardless of age, size, nationality
and fashion knowledge… The RIXO woman could
be a young professional in her twenties, her mother
and equally her grandmother. We’ve had lovely
messages from customers in the past in which
all three generations are fans of RIXO. We really
believe that a woman’s style is eternal no matter
her age!
Who are your fashion icons?
Orlagh: Our current SS19 collection is inspired by
our favourite 80s icons – Princess Diana, Jerry Hall,
Brooke Shields, Madonna… We designed shapes
and prints that we could imagine them wearing,
but with a contemporary twist.

“Our current
collection is
inspired by
our favourite
80’s icons”
80
From left: Princess Diana,
Jerry Hall, Madonna and
Brooke Shields
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Tell us about the inspiration behind
the brand?
Henrietta: Orlagh and I met at
University, we were both studying Fashion
Management at London College of Fashion.
We became best friends after finding out that we
both loved vintage. We scour charity shops and
vintage fairs together all over London and parts
of the UK hunting for vintage. Whenever we plan
to go anywhere abroad, whether it’s for holiday or
work, the first thing we do is look up where the
local vintage shops and flea markets are. We get
so much inspiration from different cultures and
countries we visit.
RIXO, is a combination of both of our names
- ‘RIX’ is from my surname and the ‘O’ is from
Orlagh’s name. We had the initial idea after
working on a university project together, as we
felt there was a gap in the market for flattering
vintage inspired pieces at a contemporary price
point. There just wasn’t anything like RIXO out
there! We launched the brand from the living room
of our university home in September 2015. It was
a big risk as we quit our jobs, invested all of our
own money and spent our first year or so doing
absolutely everything ourselves, but we haven’t
looked back. There was no plan B!
What are your style principles?
Orlagh: We don’t follow fashion trends, as we
want RIXO pieces to be timeless – future vintage!
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RIXO SS19 collection - Love Over Gold

Maisie Black
White Tiger
Collared Shirt
£195 and Juliet
Pop Floral Midi
Slip Dress
£295

Henrietta and Orlagh’s top picks for the summer:

Orlagh: Our Maisie
shirt works well as
a lightweight jacket
over our Juliet
silk slip dress or
paired with white
cropped flared
jeans for a smart
daytime look.

Martha Green
Red Daisy Short
Sleeved Midi
Dress £315

Henrietta: Our newly
launched swim styles with
ruffle details are ideal for a
beach holiday getaway!

Henrietta: Our Betty,
Martha or Coleen
dresses are perfect
for a wedding or
special occasion.
Henrietta: We’ve got lots of
pieces to see you through
summer events and holidays. Our
Abba or Maria dresses are my
favourite mini styles for a dressy
night out in a hotter climate.

Cherry Leopard
Swimsuit £120

Maria Tiger Sequin
Mini Wrap Dress £315
Cut-outs top down clockwise:
Betty Pearl Spot Peach Floral Midi
Wrap Dress £325, Coleen Diana
Floral V-Neck Midi Dress £325,
Kristen Mono Leopard Daisy Midi Tiered Dress £295, Kristen
Houndstooth Midi Tiered Dress £305, Gigi Tiger Sequin Midi
Wrap Dress £455, Abba All Star Mini Wrap Dress £265

Orlagh: Invest in something
you’ll get lots of mileage
out of. Our Kristen dress
is a versatile piece - wear
with trainers or flats for the
day and swap for heels for
dinner in the evening.
Orlagh: Our Gigi sequin wrap or Tonya
button down styles can also be worn
open over the top of jeans and a t-shirt
or on their own for a dressier occasion.
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“The RIXO woman could
be a young professional
in her twenties, her
mother and equally her
grandmother”
Favourite summer accessory?
Henrietta: Our printed Frankie bag
or croc printed Ronnie bag are perfect
for the summer, especially for any
summer weddings or parties that are
coming up.
Orlagh: Our scrunchies or silk scarves
are really handy to pull your hair back
for the hotter summer months.
Travel essential – what do you always
wear/ take with you?
Henrietta: I always take Elemis
Facial Oil and Omorovicza Queen
of Hungary Face Mist whenever I’m
flying anywhere to make sure my skin
stays hydrated. Something I’ll always pack
in my suitcase is a MadeWorn T-Shirt
and one of our Georgia skirts.
Orlagh: We both won’t go anywhere
without Elizabeth Arden Eight Hour
Cream too. I’ll be living in our Gracie
wrap skirts for my next holiday – they are
perfect to throw over a bikini after a day
at the beach.
Favourite summer holiday destination?
Orlagh: Anywhere where there’s lots of antique fairs,
flea markets and vintage or thrift stores. We go to
Ibiza every summer, we love the island’s atmosphere
and it has some of the best flea markets!
Future for the brand?
Henrietta: The next milestone is the launch of our
pop-up store on the Kings Road in London, which
will be open from April until the end of July. We’ve
also just launched swim and accessories (including
bags, belts and jewellery) for the first time and we’ll
be launching knitwear later in the year.
Your advice for aspiring fashion designers?
Henrietta: Be willing to put the brand above

Alexa Gold
Chain Neck
Scarf £40

RIXO essentials:
Jasper Red Love Heart
Scrunchie £20, Georgia Blue
Tiger Midi Skirt With Slits
£215, Gracie Two Stripe
Midi Wrap Skirt £225, and
Ronnie Blue Croc Binocular
Handbag £355

everything else. We gave up our twenties for RIXO
and there’s no sign of slowing down. You have to
be completely immersed and passionate about your
brand, otherwise the long hours and sacrifices you
have to make will get the better of you.
Motto for life?
Orlagh: “What’s meant for you won’t pass you by”.
It’s something my mum has always said!
RIXO pop-up store is open now at 74 Kings Road,
London SW3 4TZ. rixo.co.uk
United as a tribe, #HumansOfRixo stand together.
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BOOKS

SUMMER
READS

Everyone needs a good book to get stuck into
on holiday, so here are some of our favourites!

Adults

GREENFEAST: SPRING/SUMMER
by Nigel Slater

The first in a pair of fast, season-led vegetable books from beloved author and
cook Nigel Slater. Greenfeast: spring, summer is a vibrant and joyous collection
of the food Nigel eats at the end of the day. Over 110 simply beautiful spring and
summer recipes, each with suggested variations, that can mostly be on the table in
30 minutes. This is perfect for people who want to eat less meat, but don’t want to
compromise on flavour and ease of cooking. This green follow-up to the bestselling
Eat is for everyone who wants daily inspiration for quick plant-based suppers.
Greenfeast: autumn, winter will follow in September 2019.
£16.99 (Hardback) Waterstones

Seniors
by E. Lockhart

DANCING THE
CHARLESTON

Imogen lives at the Playa Grande
Resort in Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico. She spends her days
working out in the hotel gym
and telling other guests how
she was forced out of Stanford.
But Imogen isn’t really Imogen.
She’s Jule. And she’s on the run
from something. Or someone.
Which means… where is the real
Imogen? From the author of We
Were Liars, which John Green
called “utterly unforgettable,”
comes a mind-bending, New York
Times bestselling thriller told
in reverse.
£7.99 (Paperback) Waterstones

In a little cottage on the edge of
the grand Somerset Estate, Mona
lives with her aunt - a dressmaker to
the lady of the house. Even though
Mona never knew her mother and
father, she knows Aunty tries to give
her the best life she can. When Lady
Somerset dies and a new member
of the family inherits the house,
life changes drastically for Mona.
Suddenly she’s invited to dazzling
balls, and playing with wild new
friends. But with these changes
come secrets that Mona can’t
dance away from.
£12.99 (Hardback) Waterstones

GENUINE FRAUD

PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF PUBLICATION

Juniors
by Jacqueline Wilson
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Quality Private Healthcare
e offer a full range of clinical
services including
• Private G P
• Paediatrics
• S p orts I nj ury
• O rthop aedics

L ocated at
Basingstoke
& N orth
Hamp shire
Hosp ital

• Ophthalmology
• Cardiology
• MR & maging
Recognised y all healthcare insurers and open to any self-funding patient

Call 01256 315010
Visit candoverclinic. com

Private Healthcare
Supporting

FUN FACTS

The first pair of

Doc
Martens
were made from
old tyres

Elephants can
recognize themselves
- something very
few animals are
known to do

It was so cold
in 1684 that the
Thames River
froze solid for

2 months

Leftover
FABRIC
scraps are
recycled into
paper MONEY

COCO
CHANEL
introduced
TROUSERS
for women
Less time
separates us from
Tyrannosaurus
Rex than separated
T. Rex from
Stegosaurus

Hummingbirds
can beat their
wings up to

200 times
a second

Bananas

are curved
because they

grow
towards
the sun

You’ll NEVER
guess what?
We’ve rounded up our favourite fascinating facts
for you to quiz your friends with this summer

You’d need an

8ft-high
table to ensure

PHOTOGRAPHY: © SHUTTERSTOCK

toast lands butter
side up when
dropped.

Coca-Cola
would be
green if
colouring
wasn’t added
to it.

and fina y

The DOT
on top of the
letter ‘I’
is called a
TITTLE
For each
minute of the day,

1 billion

tonnes of rain
falls on the Earth.

Although

People who
like collecting
ties are known
as grabatologists

HOT drinks
taste different
according
to the cup
COLOUR

polar bears have white fur, their skin

Melting glaciers
and icebergs make
a distinctive fizzing
noise known as
“bergy seltzer”

High heels

were fashionable
for children
in the 18th century

underneath is black
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DAWS
Ashburton Short
Sleeved Shirt £48
Love this summer
shirt – perfect for
holidays.

Logo Rash Vest
£20 with Sun Safe
Shorts £12 and
Surf Suit from £26
What fun rash suits for my boys,
complete peace of mind when they
are out surfing in the sun.

Rule
BRITANNIA!

TRACY

Great British brand Boden has been a staple
of the English wardrobe for 28 years. We
ask Johnnie Boden for his top summer
picks and ask the SN team for their views

MILLY
Floaty Woven
Playsuit £32
My daughter would
love this for her summer
holiday to go out to a
family supper. She’s a
tomboy so it’s perfect for
suitably cool casual wear
which isn’t a dress or
skirt and can be teamed
up with her trainers.

RUTH
Animal Surf Set from £32
This surf suit ticks a lot of
boxes; fun vibrant print,
on-trend neon pops of colour,
machine-washable and an
easy-on sun safe beach option
for holidays - a winner!

SPOTLIGHT

TIA
Linen Lapis Ikat Spot Shirt
£60 and Tamara Skirt £98
I like this because, I would wear
this to work, to dinner and to a
summer party – such an easy outfit
to wear and striking colours.

HENRIETTA
Cordelia Midi Dress £98
This dress is perfect to take
me from daytime with flip
flops to the evening with a
pair of wedges.

NICKY

Floral Embroidered
Romper £24
This little smocked romper suit
with the peter pan collar top
is just adorable and perfect for
summer bbqs with friends.

KATIE

Duke Blue Geo
Swimshorts £40
Love these swimming trunks,
bang on trend!

25% off
plus Free Delivery & Returns*

Simply use code K7U9 at the checkout

*The 25% off plus free standard UK delivery and returns is valid until 11:59pm
on 31st July 2019. Exclusions apply, including gift vouchers, clearance and other
selected items (visit boden.com/exclusions for a full list). Free returns applies
to UK orders that do not solely contain clearance items. This offer is only valid
for use at boden.com or at a Boden standalone store, and cannot be redeemed
in any Boden concessions within John Lewis stores or online at John Lewis or
Next Label. This offer is not for resale or publication and cannot be applied to
orders retrospectively. This offer is only valid on personal orders and cannot
be used in conjunction with any other J.P. Boden & Co. Ltd offer.
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BEAUTY

Make TRINNY
your summer BFF

Ready for the sun? Whether you’re at the beach or
hitting the streets, get that summer glow. We ask
make-up expert Trinny Woodall for her top tips
“For the last 20 years, I’ve
worked with women all over the
world, helping them find the
most flattering styles, the best
skincare, and the most hardworking, perfectly matched,
foolproof makeup. I would
mix a stick foundation with a
liquid, blend a lip tint with a
gloss... mushing up colours and
decanting them into little pots.
The big idea was born: a
portable, versatile range of
makeup, with colours to
suit every woman.”
trinnylondon.com

Golden Glow Bronzer
Brings simple sun kissed
warmth to skin in need
of a holiday £25

“The big idea was
born: a portable,
versatile range of
makeup, with
colours to suit
every woman”

Mattifying Face Finish

My style pick…

Gives a flawless finish
fast. Zaps shine, blurs fine
lines and masks minor
imperfections £25

MY 5 GOLDEN RULES

1

Only ever
cover up your
blemishes and
imperfections when
applying foundation,
don’t feel you must
cover your entire
complexion

2

The best
contour is
when it looks
just like a shadow on
your face to enhance
your cheekbones and
not like you’ve piled
on makeup

BFF Cream
Perfector
The secret to subtly
radiant skin combing
skincare, SPF and
make-up in one
easy to use product.
The ultimate skin
perfector £35

3

Find products
that are the
right colour
that you can use
on your eyes, lips
and cheeks. Mine
are Munchkin
Lip2Cheek

4

When doing
a smokey
eye, soften
the edges of the
smoke so you
don’t make your
eye look smaller

A long dress from
Alice Temperley with
long sleeves. I’ll wear it
with trainers in the day platforms at night.

5

I like a
really good
undone
strong lip, so I
don’t use lip liner
as it can look too
overdone

Lip2Cheek
Freddie
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Matching
Beachwear
for the
whole team!
Designed, printed & made in Britain from sustainable fabrics, woven from recycled fibres. www.teambeachwear.co.uk

Cosmetic Surgery
at Candover Clinic
Offering a full range of
cosmetic surgery and
non-surgical treatments

Quality Private Healthcare
• Breast Surgery
• Face & Neck Lifts
• Tummy Tucks & Liposuction
• Nose Reshaping
• Prominent Ears
• Mole & Skin Tag Removal
• Laser Skin & Face Lifts
• Varicose Vein Treatment

Book your free mini-consultation now
Call 01256 315010
Visit candovercosmetics.com

Private Healthcare
Supporting

SPOTLIGHT

ARE YOU A GOOD

influence?

What we wear is increasingly based on what we
see on social media, as fashion influencers take
over from traditional glossies in helping us shop
Do you often stand in front of
doors painted from the school
of Farrow & Ball (Sulking Room
Pink or Elephant’s Breath)?
Does your Boyy buckle bag
hang just below your Citizens
of Humanity boyfriend jeans?
Crucially, are you unafraid to
wear pom-poms or chiffon on
the school run? Yikes. Sounds
as though you’re a mummy
fashion influencer, or blogger,
or Instagram expert with 100K
(and counting) followers. Or a
mix of them all and more, with
a canny ability to turn your life
into a catwalk.
The parent fashion influencers
are one sector of a global
superpower. Where once a
question at the school gate about
a box-fresh purchase might
have led the asker to the nearest
branch of Next, now a new item
of clothing can beam across the
globe to a potential audience of
millions. The value of the global
influencer market on Instagram
is estimated to be worth nearly
US$2.5 billion in 2019. 78% of
European marketing agencies are
using it, by giving clothing, and
throwing influencer parties.

We catch up with

@buffysees

mother of two and up
and coming fashion
influencer.
Where did your love of fashion
first begin?
Very early on. By the time I was
two I insisted on picking my own
outfits, and would, “not be told”.
I’ve heard my Mum recount this tale
so many times, and thought she
was exaggerating. Then I had Marlie. At
18 months she would say, “No Mama,
yukky” when I held up something
that was not covered in Unicorns or
Peppa flipping Pig!

How do you stop yourself chasing
numbers on Instagram?
I am, of course, chasing numbers. It’s
like an addiction; at every milestone
you want more. But isn’t that the
same in any field, when you want

to achieve? The important thing
is to remember why you started
your account and focus on that.
I’m pretty thick skinned, and
also know that everything that’s
REALLY important isn’t on a screen.

What’s been your most exciting
social media moment?
When I only had a very small
following (it’s still pretty small!) I was
invited to a Wallis event. I turned
up not knowing one soul in a room
full of Instagramming women! More
sequins than a drag contest, louder
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What’s your wine really
worth to you?
From the recent enthusiast to
the experienced collector,
BI caters for all lovers of
fine wine. We know
what wine is worth
to you – because
we feel the
same.

Contact us: +44(0)20 7269 0703 sales@biwine.com | www.biwine.com

LUXURIOUS
STARTER APARTMENTS

FROM £299,995

JESSICA
HOUSE SW18

SUPERB INVESTME
NT
POTENTIAL

OR FIRST HOM

OPPORTUNITY E
!
• Studio and 1 & 2 bed apartments.
• Daytime concierge & secure
parking.*
• Little over 10 minutes walk from
mainline and tube connections.
*Secure parking at additional cost. Price correct at time of going to press.

SALES AND MARKETING SUITE OPEN 7 DAYS
191 WANDSWORTH HIGH STREET SW18 4LS

020 7620 1500
galliardhomes.com

Official letting and
managing agent

SPOTLIGHT

We like what they’re wearing –

The Instagrammers to follow
Dress Like a Mum
@dresslikeamum
Followers: 124K
On a mission to remind women not to
forget themselves, Londoner and mum of
three Zoe de Pass, has an enviable line in
cool trainers and likes colour and pattern.
than a football stadium. It was
daunting. Within seconds friendly
faces introduced themselves.
Before I knew it four hours and five
cocktails had passed and I was at
an afterparty with @Mercer7 and
@themumlife_styled - where we
danced on tables until the wee
hours! My kinda people: women
who work hard, support each other
and like to dance!

Is there anything you wish you
hadn’t posted?
Not yet! I’m not a big one for
regret, she says (until she posts

the accidental naked shot while
trying something on).

What would you ultimately like
to happen as an influencer?
Instagram has been a fantastic
platform for me. I started my
account to get myself back out
there after predominately looking
after my kids for the last five years.
It’s opened doors and helped me
realise that I work with fashion
and interiors. One day I’d love to
design my own dresses and do more
writing. I turn 40 in May and would
love to get my blog sorted for then.

he a ue o the o a n uen er
mar et on n ta ram e t mated to e
orth near y
.
on n
Which means that your school
gate question might now be
answered by, “it was gifted to
me by LoveShackFancy.”
If you possess a phone
there is no barrier to enter the
influencer market. And if you’re
a time-poor parent it’s a career
you can do at midnight in
your PJs. You’ll obviously need
to be able to set up gorgeous
images, and be able to string a
sentence together (though the
latter isn’t even that crucial).
Being successful is another
thing altogether. You’ll need
the hide of a rhino to build

up followers because no brand
will take you seriously until
you’ve a minimum of 10,000. At
30,000 you can start charging
around £750 for posts which
might only take you a few
minutes. The most soughtafter Instagrammers earn up to
£60,000 a post. We’re not even
talking the Rosie HuntingtonWhiteleys of this world, but
a mother near you and me,
possibly changing clothes in the
back of the car while waiting for
U11B cricket match to end.
What are you waiting for –
strike a pose, there’s nothing to it?

Mother of Daughters
@mother_of_daughters
Followers: 631K
You get the feeling you’d want to be friends
with smiling Clemmie Hooper. A midwife,
mother of four girls and author, she posts
without filters wearing bikinis to jumpsuits.

Erica Davies
@erica_davies
Followers: 134K
With her own QVC interiors line and an
Instagram bookclub, this ex-fashion writer
has it all covered. We love her laid-back
tailored looks and clever ways with prints.

This Is Mothership
@thisismothership
Followers: 38.6K
A fabulous look at the lifestyles of fashion
and celebrity stylist @gemmarosebreger
and beauty director @samantha_silver.
Expect floral dresses for dreamy parties,
holiday wear and heads up on cool brands.

The Fashion Lift
@thefashion_lift
Followers: 80K
A mix of everyday and fashion forward
looks. Blonde and rarely without a slick of
red lippie, Fran Bacon is a fashionista best
friend who will guide you to looking cool.

The Frugality
@thefrugality
Followers: 217K
Freelance fashion editor Alex Stedman
brings a haute fashion touch to the high
street. She’s got great taste and saves hard
to buy something long lasting.

Does My Bum Look 40
@doesmybumlook40
Followers: 118K
Self-styled straddler of the line between
mutton and frump, Kat Farmer is the
relatable side of glamour. Often messing
around with her kids in low-key clothing.
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A DV E RT I S I N G F E AT U R E

School Fees Planning
A well-balanced investment strategy is suitable for investors with longer-term income needs.

W

hether you are a saver or a
spender, planning for your
children’s school fees or your
retirement, we all want one thing - to get
our money working harder.Yet in the current
financial climate, it can be difficult to know
how to do this.

the up. These have a strong track record for
delivering attractive, sustainable income
and steady returns over the long-term.
Some are better for income while others
provide better prospects for total return by
reinvesting income. St. James’s Place offers
a diversified range of equity income funds.

With more than ten years since the onset
of the financial crisis its effects are still
being felt. Higher taxation and rising living
costs are just some of the consequences.
However, most significantly, cash savers in
Bank and Building Society deposits have
been the real losers in this era of record
low interest rates.

Corporate bond funds also remain popular,
particularly with cautious investors.
We strongly believe that a diversified
fixed-interest strategy with exposure to
investment grade, sub-investment grade
and senior secured debt will position your
portfolio to benefit from growth across the
credit spectrum.

Generally, parents looking to fund school
fees fall into three categories – those who
want to invest a lump sum, those who
would like to spread the cost of fees or
parents wanting to set up a regular savings
scheme to provide funds to cover future
fees. But, how is an income generated?

THE FALL I N
COMMERCI AL PRO PERTY
VALUES, AFTER THE
CREDIT CRU NC H, LEFT
MANY NU RSI NG
SIGNIFICANT LO SSES.

History shows that investing in equities or
shares has provided investors with a better
chance of outpacing inflation over the long
term versus other asset classes; particularly
if they can pick stocks that make dividend
payments year after year. The ability to
deliver a rising income is important to
combat the effects of inflation. The outlook
for equity income funds could well be on

However, history does suggest that
commercial property has a place in a
portfolio for income investors. Its longterm track record is strong and importantly
it offers returns that are largely independent
of other asset classes. Investors should note
that investing in real asset classes (equities,
corporate bonds and commercial property)

We are holding School Fees
surgeries, strictly by appointment
in June and July in local regions.
These are held in the strictest
confidence without obligation.
Call 020 3605 1205 for
more information.
does not provide the security of capital
characteristic of a deposit account with a
Bank or Building Society.
A well-diversified, well managed portfolio
which blends a range of asset classes remains
the most suitable strategy for investors to
satisfy their long-term income needs.
Grandparents might also want to consider
other solutions, such as life assurance,
to help increase the funds created for
grandchildren.
I believe that at St. James’s Place I am able
to tailor solutions to an individual’s needs
and attitude to risk which means your
income investments are in good hands.
The value of an investment with
St. James’s Place will be directly linked to
the performance of the funds you select and
the value can therefore go down as well as
up.You may get back less than you invested.

LOUISE DAVIES Associate Partner
Tel: 020 3605 1205 Email: louise.davies@sjpp.co.uk
Web: www.schoolfeessolutions.co.uk
The Partner is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the
group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The ‘St. James’s Place Partnership’ and the title
‘Partner’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
H2SJP31865 04/19

PROFILE

NATURALLY

fabulous
McQueens has been setting
floral art trends since 1991
with breathtaking displays and
flower school courses. Amanda
Morison finds out about Oscar
parties and keeping it real

N

early 30 years ago, McQueens
founder Kally Ellis had a
dream. During it she created
a bouquet of beautiful blooms,
and woke feeling calm,
refreshed and full of purpose. So much so
that she decided that her future wasn’t in her
current career of banking, but in floristry.
She had never run a business or, more
crucially, been to flower school. Friends and
family tried to dissuade her, but armed with
£14,000 redundancy money Ellis bought an
existing floristry shop, which just so happened
to be owned by Carol McQueen, aunt of the
late designer. She loved the name so kept it and
set to work creating showstopping windows
with which to draw in passersby.
It worked. Since launching in 1991 this East
London home of simple, stylish flowers has
gone global, taught a generation of professional
and home florists in its flower school and
workshops, and created “art for the moment”
(as Ellis likes to describe her work) at highprofile parties, corporate shindigs and parties
across London and the world.
What is McQueens’ secret? It seems, in part,
in stepping up to a challenge. 18-hour days
were the norm when the company launched,
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AFRICAN
ADVENTURES
FOR LITTLE
EXPLORERS

Allta

Contemporary Tailoring for Tall Women

We specialise in safaris for
families who dare to be different

The SAFARI Company is
a group of family-focused
safari specialists who curate
extraordinary adventures in
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,
Rwanda & Southern Africa.

thesafaricoltd.com
safaris@thesafaricoltd.com
+254 (0)717 296 390
AFRICA FOR TRAVELLERS, NOT TOURISTS

Designed to fit the taller frame, an Allta jacket
gives you the confidence to achieve your goals

www.allta.co.uk

Fantastic family Ski and
Summer holidays in the Alps

Winton & Winton Solicitors
Providing advice of the highest
calibre (without City overheads)
commercial | corporate
IP | data protection | HR

La Source Morzine
Bespoke Alpine Luxury
www.lasourcemorzine.com

charlotte@winton.biz
t: 01635 814418 m: 07980 214 727
www.wintonwinton.com

PROFILE
TR END WATCH
How to keep your blooms fashion forward

as were 2am starts sneaking into the flower
market before it opened in order to bag the
best blooms..
Three years after starting out, the team
received a frantic call because the florist had
let down the organisers of Vanity Fair’s charity
gala at the Serpentine Gallery. It was one of
the biggest of that season’s bashes and there
was no way Ellis and team wanted to say no
– despite having only days to put together
elaborate topiary to wow London’s smart set.
It went so well that McQueens has created
installations for the Vanity Fair Oscar’s after
show party ever since, as well as displays for the
annual White House Correspondent Dinner,
the Wimbledon Champion’s Ball, and Evening
Standard Theatre Awards. If you drew up a list
of London’s top, most luxe hotels, the chances
are you’d find McQueens there. McQueens
creates all the floral installations at Claridges,
and also has a shop there – both companies
valuing, “Glamour, style and luxury”.
Working with flowers “ruins your hands”
and is physically exhausting with all the early
starts and the heavy lifting of blooms and vast
vases and tubs filled with water. The next stage
for McQueens is global expansion, driven by
Managing Director, Richard Eagleton. With
schools recently opened in Seoul, New York
and China and many more to come across
several continents.
Looking at McQueens early and current
designs, colours come and go, but it’s always
been the boldness of the blooms that have
taken centre stage. Abundant and naturalistic,
if there’s one trend that McQueens has
established it’s letting flowers be flowers.
Which might not sound a big deal until you
realise that 90’s flowers were wired to within an
inch of their life and presented fussily in boxes.

Delicate
asparagus fern
is enjoying an incredible
comeback and adds a
dreamy, frothy accent

yed o ers
are a key trend, and
give party planners the
opportunity to colour-match
an event’s colour theme

olia e
isn’t just a backdrop
for showier blooms. It’s
increasingly taking centre
stage, adding showstopping
height or naturalistic lines to
arrangements

e ane one
will never go out of fashion
with McQueens. It’s one
of the founders favourite
flowers and symbolic of
its heritage and features
prominently in McQueens’
rebrand and new website

Clever
packaging
Why have glorious
fresh flowers packed in
unnecessary plastic? A new
initiative has eliminated 80%
of cellophane in McQueens’
bouquets

Visit mcqueens.co.uk for information on flower schools, shops and online ordering. Visit @mcqueensflowers on
Instagram and YouTube for inspiration.
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FOOD

Best dressed BITES
Former meat lovers, Henry Firth and Ian Theasby share a favourite
from their new plant-based recipe book - BISH BASH BOSH!

THE UK’S BESTSELLING VEGAN
COOKBOOK EVER

With their revolutionary video channel

and record-breaking cookery book, BOSH!

YOUR FAVOURITES

– aka Henry and Ian – have made it their
mission to help everyone prepare
delicious food without meat or dairy.

BISH BASH BOSH!
by Henry Firth and
Ian Theasby is on sale
nationwide now.
HQ, £20
Just plants.

From a curry house jalfrezi to some

bangin’ burgers, super-fresh salads to

decadent desserts, BISH BASH BOSH!
has all your favourite food.

THE TIMES

‘Food I want to eat: delicious and original’

ANNA JONES

‘The new stars of plant-based eating’

MAIL ON SUNDAY

HENRY FIRTH & IAN THE A SBY

PRAISE FOR BOSH!

‘The vegan Jamie Olivers’

@BOSH.TV
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‘Over 140 simple,
tasty recipes
everyone will love’

HAIRY BIKERS

THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER 1
BESTSELLING AUTHORS

HENRY FIRTH &
IAN THEASBY

SUSHI CUPCAKES
Serves 12
Ingredients
• 400g sushi rice
• 30ml rice vinegar
• 25g caster sugar
• ½ tsp salt
• 12 nori sheets
• 6 tsp hoisin sauce
• black sesame seeds, for sprinkling
• pickled ginger, to serve
• soy sauce, to serve
• wasabi, to serve, optional
For the vegetable toppings
• 1 red pepper
• 1 carrot
• ¼ cucumber
• 1 small avocado
• 10 fresh chives
• 5 radishes
For the dipping sauce
• sriracha
• egg-free mayonnaise
You will also need
• Small saucepan
• Grease a baking tray with
flavourless oil (such as vegetable or
sunflower)
• 14cm saucer
• 12-hole (or 2 x 6-hole) muffin tin
Instructions
1. Cook the sushi rice following the
instructions on the packet, ensuring
that it is dry and sticky when cooked.
2. Put the saucepan on a medium
heat | Pour in the rice vinegar, sugar
and salt and heat until the sugar
has dissolved | Let cool to room
temperature, then pour over the
cooked rice, gently stirring until all
the liquid is absorbed | Spread the
rice over the greased baking tray and

let cool to room temperature, when
it should be dry but sticky.
3. Stack the nori sheets and lay the
saucer on top | Cut around it to
make nori circles | Find the centre
of the nori stack and cut a neat,
straight slit from the centre to the
outer edges | Take one circle and
fashion a cone that is roughly 8cm
wide at the base | Wet your finger
and lightly brush along the slit to
stick it in place | Put the cone in one
of the muffin holes | Repeat to fill all
the holes.
4. Wet your hands and roll a golf
ball-sized ball of rice | Poke a hole in
the centre and pour in ½ teaspoon
hoisin sauce | Pack more rice over
the hole to seal in the sauce |
Smooth the outside and place in one
of the nori muffin cases | Repeat to
fill all the cases.
5. Get all your toppings ready | Cut
the pepper in half, cut out the stems
and seeds and thinly slice | Peel the
carrot and cut into matchsticks,
thin rounds or ribbons | Cut the
cucumber in the same way | Halve
and carefully stone the avocado by
tapping the stone firmly with the
heel of a knife so that it lodges in
the stone, then twist and remove,
then finely slice | Chop the chives |
Trim and thinly slice the radishes.
6. Make a quick dipping sauce by
stirring sriracha into the egg-free
mayonnaise to taste | Finely chop
the pickled ginger.
7. Decorate with the prepared
vegetables and sprinkle them with
black sesame seeds | Serve with soy
sauce, wasabi, if using, pickled ginger
and the dipping sauce on the side.
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FROM THE CREATORS OF BOSH!

YOUR FAVOURITE S
ALL PL ANT S

Both previous meat eaters,
Henry Firth and Ian
Theasby never imaged
that they would live a
plant-based lifestyle let
alone be the Authors of
the highest-selling vegan cookbook
ever - BOSH!
Now they are back with BISH
BASH BOSH! voted the Best Vegan
Cookbook at the PETA Vegan Food
Awards 2018. These two mates,
who cook and film from their East
London studio, radically transformed
their own lifestyles and have now
created a food revolution through the
world’s biggest plant-based platform.
With over 26 million views a
month of their online videos and
over 2 million social media followers,
BOSH! are on a mission to show
the world (whether you are vegan
or not) just how versatile and easy,
cooking with veg can be. With over
140 brand new plant based recipes,
you wont want to miss the lasagne made with mushroom ragu, amazing
jalfrezi with a BOSH! twist or the
Mini Banoffee
ALL PLANTS
Meringues.

COOK’S TIP
We put hoisin sauce in the middle
of our cupcakes, but you can add
whatever you like. Wasabi and
ginger is a great traditional filling.

On a

ROLL
Former Vogue Living Editor,
Vanessa Barneby is the cofounder of wallpaper and fabric
house Barneby Gates. Loved for
bright prints and eye-catching
designs, the brand has a rock ‘n’ roll
to royalty following

W

hen I meet Vanessa Barneby
with her friend Alice Gates who has a background
she’s chic and colourful in
in fine art and textiles. Best friends since both were
a red and white colourten-year-olds, the two have a sisterly relationship
block sweater and a floral
and enjoyed the challenge of working for themselves
print floor-length skirt.
while doing up their own houses. After spending
Like her wallpapers and fabrics, there is nothing
so much time putting together trend stories and
greige here. Vanessa’s first wallpaper memory is her
sourcing the perfect papers, fabrics and trimmings,
parent’s house in the early 80s. “Our house was
Vanessa relished the creativity of being her own boss.
head-to-toe Laura Ashley and all the bedrooms
There were concerns that working with a close friend
were in ditsy floral prints”.
could end in disaster, but Vanessa and Alice drew
But as Vanessa herself
up a “business pre-nup” and got on with things. For
acknowledges, fashions are
the first five years of the business one of them had
very cyclical. “There can be
a baby every Autumn. At one point Vanessa took
something bubbling under
a call from The Telegraph
the surface for a really long
while she was in labour.
time, then a huge fashion
She still managed to get
house like Gucci will put
the wallpaper samples
chintz on catwalks”.
to the editor a couple of
Barneby spent 10 years working at Conde
days later.
Nast, first as a stylist on House & Garden and
Five babies on and
five years as Vogue’s Living Editor. As the
all children are now at
girl-to-go on dream publications, why head
school and the business
into the unpredictable world of running your
is heading towards its ten
own business? Vanessa replies that she wanted
year anniversary. How
Vanessa admires the style of Firmdale
to do something for herself, while working
much has changed since
Hotel’s co-founder Kit Kemp

PROFILE

“Things bubble
under the surface
then Gucci might
put chintz on the
catwalk”

the 2010 launch? Vanessa talks about an increased
online focus, and the “huge” role of influencers. “The
kudos of being in a fashion glossy is wonderful, but
you’ll get a more immediate response from someone
prominent on Instagram”. Saying that, interiors
are a lot less throwaway than fashion: “It’s not just
slapping something on the wall – clients are looking
at five, probably ten years. Our designs last - we still
sell all our original collection.” The brand’s “rock
stars to royalty” appeal means everyone from Prince
Charles to Liam Howlett of Prodigy fame has
chosen Barneby Gates designs.
Style-wise Vanessa is a huge fan of Firmdale
Hotels’ co-founder Kit Kemp for her, “fabulous
ability to effortlessly mix prints and styles”. And
she loves the way her business partner Alice is brave
with prints in her own home.
To celebrate the ten year anniversary Barneby
Gates is bringing out old designs in new colourways
and working on a collection with fashion designer
Tabitha Webb. Vanessa is proud to have kept
production firmly British and works only with

A selection of current
Barneby Gates wallpapers,
fabrics and soft furnishings.
Right: With best friend and
business partner Alice Gates

printers and mills in
Leicestershire and
Lancashire: “You’d
be amazed to see
the old-school colourists mixing by eye”.
Business is starting to pick up in a big way in the
US, with Barneby Gates signature quirky British
pink pineapples and imposing pheasants gaining
a dedicated following. Distribution is now from a
warehouse in Wiltshire.
With its artisan quality and eccentrically English
vibe, the future is bright for Barneby Gates’ loyal
fans. Long may the perfect pink pineapple – the
brand’s most Instagrammed design – continue to
reign over us. barnebygates.com
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PROMOTION

THE travel DIARIES

North Male Atoll, Maldives

Travel Specialist Melissa Barker from Travelbeam Luxury
Holidays shares her holiday memories

beach and pool areas
top location.
Best Childhood Holiday?
are lovely and there’s
Worst
Holiday
When I was 10 we spent the
two Michelin-starred
Some
friends
summer island hopping in
restaurants, amazing
persuaded
us
to
Greece. I still remember the
spa and golf.
stay
in
a
cottage
seemingly endless scorching days
)
iza
Where to Next?
in
Cornwall.
It
not wearing shoes, snorkelling
ines resort (Ib
The new 7P views to die for
et
ns
su
s
Forte Village in
took
us
hours
and eating watermelon.
ha
Sardinia
with
its unique sports
to
get
there
and
Favourite Place in the World?
academies (netball, football
then it rained non-stop for a
I adore Ibiza and have been going
week. The phrase ‘you are only as and dance for each of our three
there all my life. Our whole
children). Also we’re planning
happy as your least happy child’
family love beach hopping. We
a special trip to the new LUX*
springs to mind.
never grow bored of touring
North Male Atoll. The oversized
Last Holiday We went to The
around finding secret hidden
Miami-style cool residences all
Ritz-Carlton, Abama in Tenerife
gems. The old town is a beautiful
have a huge
for February halfplace to wander
rooftop terrace
term. It’s only a
around with
and infinity
short flight away
its tiny streets
pool and are
with year-round
and sensational
trumpeted to
sun and it’s ideal
restaurants. Try
be like nothing
for a relaxing break.
the new familyelse you will
Family rooms are
friendly 7Pines
find in the
very stylish with
resort with it’s
The Ritz-Carlt
on, Abama
The road to Aigua Blanca beach, Ibiza
Maldives.
acres of space. The
spectacular cliff-

Do get in touch to discuss your holiday plans:
0345 845 0145 | www.travelbeam.co.uk
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Give us a
(City) Break!

TRAVEL

Georgie Hoffman, a.k.a @fieldandfrolic,
mother, blogger and self-proclaimed lover
of style, travel, flowers, animals and loads of
colour takes us on her family’s half-term city
break around Europe.
A friend of mine told me of
her incredible adventures
travelling with her kids
across Europe. So inspired
and with the vain hope of
stuffing some culture into mine
whilst they were still compliant,
we began to organise a half
term trip. We decided we could
comfortably do Amsterdam,
Vienna and Venice - three cities
in three countries and three great
big adventures!
Each of them was totally
unique, had lots of history, sights
to see, and the fact they were
on a relatively straight line and
could be linked by an overnight
train was an added bonus for the
kids, Milo (11) and Minty (9).
The plan was to spend two
nights in Amsterdam bicycling
around the canals and soaking
up the sights, then catching the
overnight train to Vienna for a
few days of culture and see the
famous Spanish Riding School.
This was followed by another
train to Venice for three days of
museums, canals and gondola
rides. We did it all with enough
time to relax and wander.

The kids threw
themselves
wholeheartedly into
every adventure. Minty
loved the Anne Frank
Museum in Amsterdam and
glass blowing on the Venetian
island of Murano whilst Milo
thought Banksy in Amsterdam
and the Guggenheim in Venice
were pretty cool. For me, the
Lipizzaner stallions performing
in Vienna takes some
beating. No tired legs either,
in Vienna we all buzzed
around on electric scooters.
It couldn’t have been more
perfect, well apart from the
overnight train couchettes which
were akin to sleeping on an
ironing board in an extremely
small cupboard! But with the kids
growing up so fast we felt they
may not want to go travelling
with us in a few year’s time and
so it was great to do it whilst
we still could.
Milo’s favourite bit of the trip
when asked, ‘just being together
as family’. That really says it all.
Pure heaven.

“The kids threw
themselves
wholeheartedly into
every adventure.”

Follow Georgie on @fieldandfrolic
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Salaam Baalak
Trust street tour

A
INDI

Postcard from

INDIA

The James family from Tanglin School,
Singapore go camping with elephants…
Why did you choose India?
It was a dream of ours to visit
whilst living in Asia. Travelling
to such a colourful and magical
country, with so much to see
and do seemed like the perfect
adventure. There’s such incredible
history, stunning architecture,
fascinating people and varied
wildlife – and it’s also a foodie’s
dream destination!
What were the trip highlights?
Our children loved meeting
well looked after and happy
elephants at Dera Amer and
camping in the old-fashioned
bell tents. There were camp
fires for toasting marshmallows,
sunset cocktails overlooking the
parkland and breakfast served
under the trees! We also took
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a street tour with the Salaam
Baalak Trust – a non-profit
organisation helping street kids
in India. It was so humbling for
us all and I was really proud of
our kids who were genuinely
interested and asked our guide a
lot of questions.
Where there any low points?
Not really. We arranged our
trip through a bespoke travel

Taj Mahal

company and so always had a
point of contact should we have
needed anything. Budgets vary
and options for India are endless
so it’s great to have a helping
hand and a trusted source of
local knowledge.
What was the one essential
piece of kit that you wouldn’t
travel without?
We took a well-stocked first aid
kit, which included antibiotics
in case anyone got sick – which
thankfully they didn’t. Also the
occasional movie download was a
winner for longer journeys.
Your advice to others thinking
of doing the same?
Research well and perhaps start
with well-trodden paths first.
Delhi for the foodie tour of the
markets and visiting Gandhi’s
house and museum. And
perhaps a trip to the Taj Mahal,
Ranthambhore Park, Rumathra
Fort, Jaipur and if you have time,
camping amongst
the elephants!
Where are
you off to on
your next big
adventure?
We would
definitely like to
go back to India,
perhaps to the
South next!

TRAVEL

Postcard from

El Nido, Philippines

NEW ZEALAND

The Richardson Family from Twyford School
and Downe House take an RV around NZ
Why did you choose
New Zealand?
I am originally from there and
had always wanted to show
our children the South Island
which is so famous for its
gorgeous scenery and adventure
based activities. Travelling in
an RV gave us the freedom and
flexibility we needed to park
up for the night in the most
beautiful remote places.
What were the trip highlights?
There were so many! Sailing
through the stunning
Marlborough Sounds. Whale
watching off the coast of
Kaikoura and finding a large pod
of rare Fin Whales – second in
size only to the Blue Whale. The
kids loved white water rafting the
Buller river, Zip-lining across
the Kawerau river, go-karting
down the side of a mountain in
Queenstown, and the Shotover
River jet boat – a crazy fast highCamping in Punakaiki

speed ride through the canyons.
Where there any low points?
Emptying the RV’s bathroom
waste is definitely a memory
better off forgotten!
What was the one essential
piece of kit that you wouldn’t
travel without?
The “Rankers Camping NZ”
app which helped us find the
most amazing places to stay and
allowed us the flexibility to not
have to plan too rigidly or book
too far ahead.
Your advice to others thinking
of doing the same?
Don’t let the long flight time put
you off ! It gives a great excuse for
an amazing stopover. We stopped

NEW ND
A
ZEAL

Rafting on the Buller River

in Tokyo for a few days and
absolutely loved it.
Where are you off to on your
next big adventure?
We’re all keen to stay a little
closer to home this summer
– France with the dogs… and
then maybe start planning a
trip to China and Taiwan!

The Business Club Directory

SPECIALISTS IN PERIOD & COUNTRY HOMES
HAMPSHIRE www.anscombeandsons.co.uk

In partnership with

MOUNTAIN BIKING
FOR ALL AGES

trail riding • jump training • obstacle riding

To join call: 01256-223060

Dare2MTB Ltd 01367 705050 info@Dare2MTB.co.uk

Non invasive
alternatives to
Botox & fillers
with clear results
Let me find your dream home...
AESTHETIC STUDIO ALRESFORD | LONDON
sally@equinepropertyfinder.co.uk

www.sallycurson.co.uk 07887 878 567

A variety of person-centred support packages
to help individuals continue to live independently.
www.banyancare.co.uk 0118 207 3000

The Business Club Directory

Caring support for your loved one

#dryrobeterritory
#dryrobeterritory
#dryrobeterritory

To join call: 01256-223060
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KINGS TUTORS

13+

REVISION
COURSES
this Easter
& May

London's leading private tutoring
agency and education consultancy

iridiumstyle.co.uk
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www.kingstutors.co.uk 0203 096 0384
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To join call: 01256-223060

HANDCRAFTED
www.malawicanefurniture.co.uk
sales@malawicanefurniture.co.uk

Exceptional holiday villas for large groups and special occasions

www.passepartout-homes.com

A bespoke holiday
villa finding service
for villa guests
and owners.
France & Italy.
Contact Rachel for a free consultation on
07983 801 337 or rachel@rachelsvillaholidays.com

rachelsvillaholidays.com
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The Business Club Directory

Fantastic family Ski and
Summer holidays in the Alps

La Source Morzine
Bespoke Alpine Luxury www.lasourcemorzine.com

Do you have a spare room in your home?
Are you caring, nurturing and supportive?

PHILIPPA LONDON
Beautiful pieces from natural beginnings

Become a Host Family
for an international pupil
at a local boarding school
Attractive daily rates
Occasional weekend and half terms only
Contact Annabel to find out more on
annabel@pippasguardians.co.uk
or call 01684 252757

www.pippasguardians.co.uk

www.philippalondon.com

To join call: 01256-223060

The Business Club Directory

Matching
Beachwear
for the
whole team!
Designed, Printed & Made In Britain www.teambeachwear.co.uk

VILLA OLIVEIRA

THE RETURN TO WORK SPECIALISTS

To join call: 01256-223060

Exquisite retreat in the heart of the Algarve...
only a stones throw from the entertainments of
Vilamoura Marina Bookings: 07808 299492

Blue Forest
THE TREEHOUSE PEOPLE

WWW.BLUEFOREST.COM

Free Network | Advice Hub | Information
Returnships & Permanent Opportunities | Success Stories
Return-to-Work Events | Coaching Support
www.womenreturners.com

WRPNetwork

@womenreturners

The Business Club Directory
07774944559 relax@villaremvi.com www.villaremvi.com

Happy
Clients.
Great
Results.
Luxury Fur, Silk & Cashmere Scarves &
versatile accessories for a timeless wardrobe.
www.wanderingbee.co.uk

We are a London based tutoring
agency covering a wide range of
subjects across all levels. Our team
of tutors have a proven track record
of getting the results you need.

www.the-tutoring-agency.com +44 (0) 7711 415 343

THE ULTIMATE SKI AND SNOWBOARD COURSES
ADVANCED, OFF PISTE, HELI AND INSTRUCTOR
IDEAL GAP YEAR OR SKI ADVENTURE

01794 301 777
INFO@ALLTRACKSACADEMY.COM
WWW.ALLTRACKSACADEMY.COM

Helping find a school where your child
can reach their full potential
– socially, emotionally & academically.
lorna@lornawoolley.co.uk
0784 7052713
www.lornawoolley.co.uk

To join call: 01256-223060

WHISTLER IS WAITING
FOR YOU...

HEAD SPACE

in my twenties, I had
Who or what inspired
the honour of captaining
you to teach?
Chile at cricket vs
Working in business
Brazil and an Australian
simply to make money for
Academy XI. It was a
others was frustrating. I
pleasure to lead such a
realised the role I enjoyed
famous cricketing nation.
most was training and
What was your favourite
development so decided
subject at school?
to go into teaching.
Definitely maths, I was
Do you have an all-time
fortunate that it came
favourite book?
easily to me.
The Children of
Any signature dishes?
the New Forest by
I love Asian cookery and
Captain Marryat.
my favorite dish is red
I loved the rich
lamb chilli curry.
description of life in
One thing you
the New Forest.
always make sure you
What sort of music
have on your desk?
do you listen to?
My glasses. Sadly the
I really enjoy music from
eyes are not what they
different countries. I
used to be!
have a holiday home in
Clive Smith-Langridge,
Your greatest movie of
France and love (loud)
Head of Northcote Lodge,
all time?
accordion music early
on the experiences that shaped The Great Escape.
in the morning to wake
Why, in your opinion is
everyone up!
him and his love of cricket
your school best?
Do you have a favourite
We provide a country
play or musical?
prep
style
education in the heart
Definitely ‘Anything Goes’ by
An axe for chopping firewood,
of
Wandsworth.
Cole Porter. Fun, lively and
a wok for cooking all that
What three things do you need
with a historical element.
delicious seafood and a pillow
to be a successful headmaster?
Who would your five ideal
to help me sleep.
To consult and listen; to put the
dinner guests be (famous,
If you were invisible for a day
child and their education at the
living or dead)?
what would you do?
centre of decision making; to
Raymond Blanc, Tommy
Sneak into an England rugby
deflect praise and accept blame.
Cooper, Yvette Horner
match at Twickenham.
Best advice you would give your
(accordion player), Ian Botham
If you weren’t headmaster, what
new school joiners?
and P.G. Wodehouse.
would your dream job be?
Put your hand up, join in and
Your personal motto in life?
Something in the travel
make the most of all of the
Be kind.
business or a pilot.
amazing opportunities on offer.
If you could bring
What is your greatest
In one sentence, what is your
three things to a
achievement?
school’s ethos?
desert island what
Whilst living in Chile
Do your best to be your best.
would they be?
for a couple of years
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HEAD space

NORTHWOOD SCHOOLS
BROOMWOOD HALL • BOYS & GIRLS 4-8 YEARS
LOWER SCHOOL

Nurturing
inquisitive minds
THE VICARAGE - 192 RAMSDEN RD, SW12 8RQ

50 NIGHTINGALE LANE, SW12 8TE

BROOMWOOD HALL • GIRLS 8-13 YEARS
UPPER SCHOOL

Building confidence
and resilience

68-74 NIGHTINGALE LANE, SW12 8NR

Priority entrance for girls from Broomwood Hall Lower School

NORTHCOTE LODGE • BOYS 8-13 YEARS
Expanding
horizons

26 BOLINGBROKE GROVE, SW11 6EL

Priority entrance for boys from Broomwood Hall Lower School

OPENING IN 2020

CO-EDUCATIONAL SENIOR SCHOOL FOR AGES 13-16 IN SW16
All enquiries: NWSSenior@northwoodschools.com • 020 8682 8821
The Northwood Schools’ All-site Open Event will take place on Friday 11 October 2019
admissions@northwoodschools.com • 020 8682 8830 • www.northwoodschools.com

